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About This Game

Take the role of an astronomer exploring the depths of the universe in the new game ASTRONTYCOON. Build large and
accurate telescopes to explore distant stars. Discover a habitable planet or an unknown anomaly in a far corner of the galaxy.

Equipment and research funding are important aspects of your work. Get scientific grants and publish your results, explore new
technologies and telescope components.

The game will take you through 30 years of your career (720 rounds). If you do not go bankrupt in process, then the final score
is calculated in year 2037. The game will allow you to proceed further.

Write your name in history alongside the greatest scholars of all time. Find a planet that is capable of hosting life, and your
name will never be forgotten.

Start as an unknown scientist.

At the beginning, the game will explain to you several aspects of your work. It will explain what to do and how to do it. You will
build your first telescope and explore a few close stars. You will discover a few binary star systems. The game will also teach

you how to successfully fund your research.

Gradually, you will build up your fame in the scientific community. Scientific institutions will pay more for your research. You
will make several new technologies available. You will build bigger, more complex and more accurate telescopes. The star maps

will light up with dozens of new stars you have not seen before.
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Soon you will be able to calculate the location of new planets and see them within star systems.

The game will gives you the ability to create your own telescope in several locations around the world. You will be able to
combine dozens of components to make giant telescopes. New technologies will give you the knowledge to build space

telescopes.

You can build huge telescopes, combine components and choose locations for construction

• Study the characteristics of stars and planets
• Work on your research to get the best results

• Publish your findings
• Sell your results for profit
• Acquire new technologies

• Find ideal stars for your research to maximize your profit.
• Use grants from scientific institutions

• Use the telephone to answer media calls
• Search for habitable planets and space anomalies.

• Be prepared for a few surprises.
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Title: AstronTycoon
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
ANG People s.r.o.
Publisher:
ANG People s.r.o.
Release Date: 5 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2 GHz single core

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Hardware Accelerated Graphics with 1GB dedicated system memory. "Intel(R) HD Graphic 4000" or better.

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3500 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

Additional Notes: windows media player installed (it's installed by default on all systems but Win10 N, Win10 KN)

English,Czech
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games 100% does not feel like it should be worth anymore then $1, its low graphics, repetitive, and your just clicking on the
same sort of stuf over and over, yeah theres minigames but they are easy as hell and no point to them and
slow♥♥♥♥♥progression that makes u feel like your dying inside just to get a new telescope or a upgrade, 10/10 want a refund
asap. Basically a clicker game, with all the complexity and quality you would expect from that. NOT worth $20. I paid $3 and
still feel like I was ripped off. I seriously question the legitimacy of the other reviews, especially those saying it's a good game
for the price. There are hundreds of free web games with similar concepts and better design; nobody should waste their money
on this.. Starting off, the sound is horrendous. The game sounds were nothing but bass and clicks. Turning off the sound didn't
actually turn off all of the sound for some reason.

The tutorial is not very well explained and consists of pages of information with a screen full of various topics as reference. It's
good to have the reference, but the tutorial makes me want to play the game less.. The UI is very rough and basic, but behind it
hides a good game. It keeps you enganged with new unlocks and good balance between passive and active incomes and
minigames.. Really worth the price, you'll enjoy a good 10 hours of gameplay, if not more. The dev has done a great job.

In the cons, I feel that the last part of the game might have been longer and that the space Hubble telescope is underused. It's a
bit frustrating to realize the huge end game telescope is more a goal than an actual useful feature. There is another frustrating
part: the question asked by journalists. Some of them are wrong or inaccurate (asking for a temperature without telling which
unit is expected: Kelvin, Celsius, Fahrenheit etc.).

The pros now. It's rewarding to have your researchs resulting in breakthrough or Nobel Prize (even if it feels a bit out of luck).
The game is smooth: no crash, no loading screens, no bugs. The artworks are well done and you'll learn a lot about stars in
general. It's educative without being boring.

All in all, it's a nice niche game, with an uncommon everything (gameplay, topic, design). I recommend it, especially
considering the price (if it's on sale and that you're into astronomy, don't even hesitate for a second).. Interesting idea, simple
but smooth implementation. Minor bugs, nothing grounbreaking. Basically, it is simple management game, coupled with few
minigames - and you can learn a bit about astronomy. Relaxed pace and difficulty, not much replayability after you understand
the things. For the price very adequate, I enjoyed my 15 hours. Thumbs up.. Basically a clicker game, with all the complexity
and quality you would expect from that. NOT worth $20. I paid $3 and still feel like I was ripped off. I seriously question the
legitimacy of the other reviews, especially those saying it's a good game for the price. There are hundreds of free web games
with similar concepts and better design; nobody should waste their money on this.
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